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RESILIENCE, GROWTH AND THE STORYTELLING MIND SET

A workshop with Lyn Ford

1. Welcome!  Introductions

Share:

Who you are,

Where you are,

One thing you like to do, and

What you want to receive from this session.

2. Short story told by Lyn Ford. After the story:

● Share an adjective or descriptive phrase or emotion the

story suggested to you.

● Reflect on the major responses.

● Reflect on the following quotation and statement:

“Trauma comes back as a reaction, not a memory.” – Bessel Van Der Kolk,

MD, Psychiatrist and leader in the study of post-traumatic stress.

Is our reluctance to share certain types of stories (personal, original, tales that

lead into deeper stories) a response to the present situation/story, or a

reaction to past trauma?  Are we feeling the stress of reliving it or releasing

ourselves from it?  Are we judging and misjudging our connections to the story

and potential listeners?  What’s the story behind our storytelling, or hesitation

to share? If you were asked why you like or tell certain types of stories, what

would you say?
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3. The Vocabulary of Mindsets and Their Impact on Your Storytelling.

A Creative Storyteller’s Mindset Vocabulary
Adapted by Lyn Ford from the work of Dr. Erik Youngman*

Growth Mindset Same Word, Different Points
of View

Fixed Mindset

First attempts; opportunities to
learn, redefine, reconstruct and be
creative

Mistakes Perfectionism; fear trying, or
making more and permanent
mistakes

Possibilities; potential for
collaborations and creativity

Challenges Avoidance of challenges, especially
anything that seems impossible

Positive self-talk recognizes growth
and maintains calm

Frustration Resignation; quitting; blaming
others

Experiment; seek challenges; strive
for the best one can do; recognize
discomfort may be part of the
process

Risks Tries something easier rather than
taking a chance on mistakes/failure

Pride in growth; continued effort
until the task is done; willingness
to seek help and help others

Improvement “I’m no good at this”; “I can’t”;
“It’s impossible”.

Consistence, perseverance,
sets/exceeds goals

Effort Wants praise for intelligence; quits;
thinks effort is worthless

Imagine. Connect. Create.
Recognize and select the most
effective methods.

Resourcefulness Act in confusion.  Feel frustration.

Questions asked and answered.
Constructive comments sought
and offered.

Feedback Ignore feedback because it feels
critical and personal.

Feel like doing best work.  Own
attitude and effort.  Visualize
success.

Motivation Feel uninspired and purposeless.

Set a dedicated goal of learning.
Be flexible.

Mindfulness Complain. Dwell on past mistakes.
Hide errors.

Application of knowledge; useful
questions; effective self-talk.

Reflection Act before or without thinking.

Think beyond self-perceived limits
and intellect. Be willing to redefine
success.

Perspective Self-perception and self-talk as
never smart,  always a failure.

Success includes perseverance,
sacrifice, deep thought, making
connections, study and application
of learning

Ability Everything “is” difficult.  Success is
predetermined,

Understanding, thorough work,
effective self-assessment of
productive ending.

Completion Quit to avoid failure or loss.

Find inspiration and motivation in
success of others.  Network, help,
encourage, inspire.

Other People Jealousy.  Envy.  Others’ successes
are threats.
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4. A Circle of Emotions:  The possibilities in emotionally oriented word

choices and what those words may convey.

Based on Dr. Gloria Wilcox’s “Feeling Wheel” for identifying specific emotions you are feeling.

Since its origin, the wheel has been modified by many life coaches and therapists.  What would

you change?  What would you add?  How might this relate to connections you might make in

narrative communication?
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5. Reflection, Discussion in small groups. Reflect on and discuss:  Think of

how and why you seek stories, share stories and respond to others’ stories.

Consider this quotation:

“One new perception, one fresh thought, one act of surrender, one change of

heart, one leap of faith, can change your life forever.”

- Robert Holden, Psychologist and Founder of

The Happiness Project

● A new perception – Some assessment or sensory experience of a place,

scene, plot, characterization, word choice or moment.

● A fresh thought – An idea that popped into your head from “nowhere”

as you experienced or considered a story or event.

● An act of surrender – Not giving up, but giving to, accepting what is.

● A change of heart - Emotional impact.

● A leap of faith - Guidance/self-talk that facilitated or deterred.

● A conversation - Active listening and responding. What did you receive

from it?

● A transformational story - What did it communicate? How did it

connect? How might it transform?
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6. Tips for Listening While You’re Telling (Empathetic Reactions) or Coaching

As you encourage story (coaching; self-coaching), reflect on what was said

using second-person rather than first-person statements whenever you can:

● “You seemed really excited when you talked about...”

● “Your facial expressions added…”

● “Your gestures let me know…”

● “Did you want me/others to relate to…”

● “The part when…wasn’t very clear.  Tell me what you wanted me/others to

see [or discover or know or understand]”,

instead of

● “I liked…”, “I didn’t like…”, “I don’t get it”, I didn’t understand when…
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7. Q & A; Reflections

8. Final Activity:  One word (spoken or in chat space comments) about your

experience

A great resource page (85 books for children through adults!):

https://biglifejournal.com/blogs/blog/top-growth-mindset-books-children-adults

Thank you!

Lynette (Lyn) Ford

friedtales2@gmail.com
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